In a recent editorial in *Critical Care*, Monnet and Teboul emphasize the value of passive leg raising (PLR) as a reliable bedside indicator of fluid responsiveness in critically ill patients \[[@CR1]\]. This is because PLR induces changes in venous return, regardless of the mode of ventilation or the underlying cardiac arrhythmias. In their eloquently written editorial, they provide five practical rules for performing a PLR maneuver.

The authors state that during PLR about 300 mL of blood is auto-transfused from the lower limbs and splanchnic circulation into the central compartment, resulting in an increased cardiac output. This maneuver has been validated in cohorts of patients with either hypovolaemic or septic shock \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. It is a prerequisite of the test that the volume of blood that is auto-transfused be sufficient to increase mean circulatory pressure which drives venous return \[[@CR3]\]. We hypothesize that this may not be the situation in all patients and that, if there is no change in cardiac output, blood pressure, or right atrial pressure \[[@CR4]\], an inadequate volume of blood will be returned to the right heart. This may be relevant in patients with elastic compression stockings, which are widely used to prevent venous thromboembolism in critically ill patients. The effectiveness of PLR as a measure of fluid responsiveness can be compromised by elastic compression stockings \[[@CR5]\]. Consequently, we would recommend that elastic compression stockings be routinely removed prior to the PLR maneuver.
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See related editorial by Monnet and Teboul <http://ccforum.com/content/19/1/18>
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